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A celebrated theorem of H. Weyl asserts that if A is a normal operator on a 
Hilbert space X, then the points in the spectrum of A which can be removed by 
perturbing A with a compact operator are precisely the eigenvalues of finite 
multiplicity which are isolated points of the spectrum of A. In these notes we 
develop appropriate Fredholm theory that enables us to provide interesting suffi- 
ciency and necessary conditions for a closed operator on a FrCchet space to 
satisfy Weyl’s theorem. We complement and extend results of L. A. Coburn, 
V. Istr+escu, S. K. Berberian, and M. Schechter, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A celebrated theorem of Weyl [l] asserts that if A is a normal operator on a 
Hilbert space X, then the points in the spectrum of A which can be removed by 
perturbing A with a compact operator are precisely the eigenvalues of finite 
multiplicity which are isolated points of the spectrum of A. Coburn [2], 
Istratescu [3] and Berberian [4] h ave proved that Weyl’s theorem holds for 
larger classes of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space. Schechter [5] has 
extended these results to closed linear operators on Banach spaces. 
A FrMzet space is a locally convex, complete metrizable topological linear 
space. There are well-known and useful FrCchet spaces which are not Banach 
spaces. Included among these are the following prominent spaces of Distribution 
Theory: 
(i) The space E of all Cm-functions U(X) on Rn (Euclidean n-space) with 
topology determined by the seminorms 
where m is a multi-index, K is a compact subset of R” and N is an integer. 
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(ii) The space L of all P-functions U(X) which vanish rapidly at infinity. 
That is, 
u LN = s:p/(l + i x lz)“D”u(x)i 
is finite for each multi-index m and positive integer N. The topology is 
determined by these minorms 
(iii) The space DK of all P-functions u(x) vanishing for x outside the 
compact set K, the topology being determined by the seminorms 
II u lip = c sup i DV(x)l, 
mqv + 
Nan integer. 
One recalls now that the space of distributions with compact support on Rn is 
simply the dual space of E, the space of tempered distributions is the dual of L, 
and if Ki , i = 1, 2 ,..., is any increasing sequence of compact subsets whose 
union is Rn, then the space of distributions on Rn is the dual of the space of 
P-functions on R” with compact support, given the inductive limit topology 
of the spaces D, . 
In these notes’we develop appropriate Fredholm theory which enables us to 
provide interesting sufficiency and necessary conditions for a closed operator 
on a FrCchet space to satisfy Weyl’s theorem. We subsequently obtain the 
results of the previously mentioned authors as special cases. 
2 
Let X and Y be Frechet spaces. By an operator A from X to Y we mean a 
linear operator with domain D(A) C X and range R(A) C Y. If X = Y, we say 
that A is an operator on X. The null space of A is denoted by N(A). The nullity 
of A, that is, the dimension of N(A), is designated by a(A), whereas b(A) 
represents the defect of A, that is, the codimension of R(A). If both a(A) and 
b(A) are finite, then A hasfinite index, i(A), which is given by i(A) = a(A) -b(A). 
An operator A from X to Y is closed if its graph is closed in X x Y with the 
usual product topology. 
A closed operator A from X to Y is said to be a Fredholm operator if it satisfies 
the following. 
(i) a(A) if finite, 
(ii) b(A) is finite, 
(iii) R(A) is closed in Y. 
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We denote the set of Fredholm operators from X to Y by @(X, Y) and the 
space of continuous operators A from X to Y with D(A) = X by C(X, Y). If 
Y = X, @(X, Y) and C(X, Y) are replaced respectively by Q(X) and C(X). 
An operator A from X to Y is compact if D(A) = X and there is a neighbor- 
hood U of 0 in X such that the image of U under A, A(U), is contained in a 
compact subset of Y. We denote the space of compact operators from X to Y 
by K(X, Y), and by K(X) if Y = X. 
Remark 1. For normed linear spaces, the above definition of compact 
operator coincides with the usual definition of a compact mapping as one which 
maps bounded sets into sets with compact closure, or which maps bounded 
sequences into sequences with convergent subsequences. Moreover, the 
following properties of compact operators on normed linear spaces are similarly 
valid for compact operators on Frechet spaces. 
(i) A compact operator is continuous. 
(ii) A continuous operator with domain the whole space and finite range 
(finite rank operator) is compact. 
(iii) The sum of two compact operators is compact. 
(iv) The product (composition) of a continuous operator with domain the 
whole space and a compact operator is compact. 
Remark 2 (Riesz theorem for FrCchet spaces). (See (6)) Let X be a Frechet 
space. Suppose K is a member of K(X), and let I be the identity operator on X. 
Then 
(i) 1- zK is a member of Q(x) for each complex number z. 
(ii) i(I - .zK) = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let X, Y be Frechet spaces. Let A be a closed operator from X 
to Y. Then A is a member of @(X, Y) if and only if there exist operators A, , A, 
in C(Y, X) and K1 in K(X), K, in K(Y) such that A,A = I - K1 on D(A) and 
AA, = I - K, on Y. 
Proof. We assume the validity of the following lemmas which we prove in 
the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Fre’chet space. Then 
(i) If N is a finite dimensional subspace of X, there is a closed subspace X0 
of X such that X = X,, @ N. 
(ii) If X, is a closed subspace of X and M is a finite dimensional subspace 
such that M n X1 = (O), then the subspace X2 = X, @ M is a closed subspace 
and the mapping P defined Px = x for x in M and Px = 0 for x in X, is a member 
of wG>. 
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(iii) If R is a closed subspace of X of finite codimension n, then there is an 
n-dimensional subspace M of X such that X = R @ M. 
(iv) If X = X0 @ N where N is a jinite dimensional subspace and X0 a 
closed subspace of X which is contained in a subspace X1 of X, then X1 is closed. 
LEMMA 2. Let X and Y be Frkhet spaces. Suppose A is a closed linear operator 
from X to Y such that N(A) = (0) and R(A) = Y. Then A-l is a member of 
C(Y, X). 
Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, suppose A is a member of @(X, Y). 
Then a(A) is finite. Thus by Lemma l(i) there exists closed subspace X,, of X 
such that X = X,, @ N(A). It is easy to see that the restriction of A to X,, , 
AI& > is a member of C(X, , R(A)) which is bijective. Thus A/Xi1 exists and 
by Lemma 2 is a member of C(R(A), X0). b(A) is finite. Thus by Lemma l(iii) 
there is Y,, , a finite dimensional subspace of Y such that Y = R(A) @ Y, . 
Define A, mapping Y into X by 
4,~ = A/‘&~(Y) for y in R(A) 
= 0 for y in Y0 
Define P mapping Y into Y by P(y) = y if y is in Y, , and P(y) = 0 if y is in 
R(A). By Lemma l(ii), P is a member of C(Y). Observe that A, = A/X-l(I- P). 
Hence A, is a member of C( Y, X). Clearly A,A = I on X,, n D(A) and AA, = I 
on R(A). The operators Kr mapping X into X and K, mapping Y into Y defined 
by 
(i) Krx = x if x is in N(A) and K,x = 0 if x is in X,, , 
(ii) K,y = y if y is in Y,, and Kay = 0 if y is in R(A), are continuous 
by Lemma l(ii). They both have finite range and thus are compact by Remark 1. 
Furthermore it is clear that A,A = I - Kr on D(A) and AA,, = I - K, on Y. 
Conversely, suppose K1 in K(X) and K, in K(Y) are such that A,A = I - K1 
on D(A) and A,A = I - K, on Y. Then clearly N(A) C N(A,A) C N(I - K1). 
By Remark 2, a(I - K1) is finite. Thus a(A) is also finite. It is also clear that 
R(A) 3 R(AA,) = R(I - K,). By Remark 2, b(I - K,) is finite. Hence b(A) 
is finite. By Remark 2, R(I - K,) is a closed subspace of Y with finite codimen- 
sion. Thus by Lemma l(iii) and (iv), R(A) . 1s a closed subspace of Y. Hence A 
is a member of @(X, Y). 
We Proceed now to prove Lemma 1. 
(i) Let {x1 , x2 ,..., xpL) be a basis for N. Each finite dimensional subspace 
of a Frechet space is closed and given a closed subspace M of a FrCchet space 
and a member x0 of X which is not in M, there exists a continuous linear 
functional A$ in the dual space x’ of X such that &(q,) = 1 and $,(x) = 0 
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for x in M. (7). Thus there exist xi , x6 ,..., xk in X’ such that for 1 < j, k < n, 
xj(xk) = 1 if j = k and x;(xk) = 0 if j f k. Now the set X,, of all x such that 
xi(x) = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., n is the required closed subspace of X. 
(ii) We show first that Xs = XI @I M is closed. Let d(x, y) be the metric 
on X. X, is closed. Hence the quotient space X/XI is a FrCchet space under 
the metric 
4x,/x1 ? Y”ix;) = x:,x$-ex 4x0 + x> Yo + Y) 
1’ ‘2 
for x0 , y. fixed in X. 
Define A mapping X into X/X, by Ax = x/X, . A is clearly linear and con- 
tinuous. M is finite dimensional. Thus A(M) is finite dimensional and hence 
closed in X/X, . Consequently XI @ M = A-l(A(M)) is closed in X. We now 
consider P mapping X, into X, defined by Px = x for x in M and Px = 0 for x 
in XI . Let {x1 , xa ,..., x,} be a basis for M. Let Mi = {x1 , x2 ,..., xipl , 
Xi+1 ,---, x,} @Xl for i = 1, 2,..., n. n/r, is closed as indicated above. Thus 
there is x; in X’ such that x;(xi) = 1 and x;(x) = 0 for x in Mi , i = 1, 2,..., n. 
Now 
P.v = -f ‘( ) f J, x x, or x in X, , and hence is continuous. 
i=l 
(iii) Let R” be the set of annihilators of R in X’. R is closed. Therefore 
the dimension of R” = the codimension of R in Y = n. Let {xi , xi ,..., zk} be a 
basis for R”. Using the linear independence of this set and mathematical induc- 
tion, one constructs the linearly independent subset {x1 , xa , . . . , x,} of X satisfying 
xj(xk) = 1 if j = k and x(i(xk) = 0 if j # k, 1 <j, k < n. The space M = 
spa+, , x2 ,..., x,} is the required subspace of X. 
(iv) Let M = N n X, . Then M is closed and XI = X0 0 M. Thus X, 
is closed by (ii) above. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Observe first that if X and Y are complete metric 
topological linear spaces and the operator A in C(X, Y) is one-to-one and onto, 
then A-l is a member of C(Y, X) [6]. 
Suppose now that X and Y are FrCchet spaces and A is a closed linear mapping 
from X to Y with D(A) C X, R(A) = Y and N(A) = {O}. Let dx denote the 
metric on X and d, the metric on Y. Define dA mapping D(A) x D(A) into 
the nonnegative reals by 
dh, Y> = d,r(x> Y) + d&k AY> for (x,y) in D(A) x D(A). 
One verifies directly that dA is a metric on D(A). Moreover D(A) is a complete 
metric space with respect to dA , for suppose x, is a Cauchy sequence in D(A) 
with respect to dA . Then clearly x, is Cauchy in X with respect to d, and Ax, 
is Cauchy in Y with respect to dy . X is complete with respect to dx . Hence 
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there is x in X such that d,(x, , x) converges to 0 as n goes to infinity. Similarly 
there is y in Y such that d,(Ax, , y) converges to 0 as n approaches infinity. 
Now A is a closed operator from X to Y. Hence x is a member of D(A) and 
y = -4.x. Thus 
d,&n 9 x> = 4&z ,x) -1 d,(Ax, , Ax) 
converges to 0 as n approaches infinity. (X, d,) and (Y, dy) are topological 
linear spaces by assumption. It follows directly that (D(A), dA) is also a topological 
linear space. We ascertain the continuity of addition in D(A) with respect to dA 
as follows. Let x and y be members of D(A). Suppose x, and yn are sequences 
in D(A) converging to x and y respectively. Then clearly x, converges to x in X 
with respect to d, and Ax, converges to Ax in Y with respect to d, . Similarly 
yn converges to y in X and Ayn converges to Ay in Y. Thus x, + yn converges 
to x l,- ~3 in S with respect to d, and A(xn + yn) = Ax, + Ay,, converges to 
Ax + Ay = -4(x + y) in Y with respect to dy . Now d,(x, + yra , x + y) = 
d&Y, -t yn ) .x + Y) + 444x, + yn), 4~ + Y)). Clearly then x, + yn con- 
verges to x + y in D(A) with respect to dA . In an analogous manner one 
ascertains that scalar multiplication is continuous in (D(A), dA). 
Observe that the operator A viewed as a mapping from (D(A), d,) to (Y, dy) 
is bijective and continuous. Thus, by the previously mentioned Continuous 
Inverse Theorem from [6], A-l is a member of C(( Y, dy), (D(A), d,)). Moreover, 
the inclusion mapping I of (D(A), dA) into (X, d,) is clearly continuous. Thus, 
IA-1 = J-1 is a member of C(( Y, dy), (X, d,)) = C(Y, X). 
COROLLARY 1. Let X and Y be Frkhet spaces. Suppose A is a member of 
@(X, 1’) and K is a member of K(X, Y). Then 
1. A A K is a member of @(X, Y). 
2. i(A + K) = i(A). 
Proof. 1. A is a member of @(X, Y). Hence by Theorem 1 there exist 
operators A, , A, , in C( Y, X) and operators Kl in K(X), K, in K(Y) such that 
A,A = I - Kl on D(A) and AA, = I - K, on Y. Let K be a member of 
K(X, Y). Then 
A,(A+K)=(I-Kl)+A,K=I-(K,-AA,K) on D(A). 
(A+K)A,=(I-K,)+KA,=I-(K,-KA,) on Y. 
By Remark 1, Kl - A,K is a member of K(X) and K, - KA, is a member 
of K(Y). Hence by Theorem 1, A + K is a member of @(X, Y). 
2. We note here that the completeness of the FrCchet space X considered 
in Lemma 1 was not utilized. Indeed the lemma is valid for locally convex, 
metrizable, topological linear spaces. Suppose now that X, Y, 2 are locally 
convex, metrizable, topological linear spaces and the closed operators A from 
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X to Y and B from Y to Z are such that each of a(A), a(B), b(A), b(B) is finite 
and R(A) is closed in Y, then i(BA) is finite with i(BA) = i(B) + i(A). This is 
a consequence of the following. 
a. Yi = R(A) n N(B) is clearly finite dimensional. 
b. R(A) = Yi @ Ya , where Yz is closed by Lemma l(i). 
c. N(B) = Yl @ Y, , where Ya is finite dimensional. 
d. Y = R(A) @ I’s @ Y4, where 1/4 is finite dimensional by Lemma 
l(ii) and (iii). 
e. X = N(A) @ X0 where X,, is closed by Lemma l(i). 
f. N(BA) = N(A) @Xi where Xi is a closed subspace of X by 
Lemma l(i). It is also clear that Xi is a subspace of X,, . 
g. R(B) = R(BA) @ Z, where Z, is a subspace of Z. 
Observe now that the operator A restricted to Xi is one-to-one with A(X,) = 
Y1 . Thus, the dimension of X, = the dimension of Yi . The operator B 
restricted to Y4 is also one-to-one and B( Y4) = Z, . Thus, the dimension of 
Y, = the dimension of Z, . For i = 1, 2, 3,4, set di = the dimension of Yi . 
Then 
+A) = 44 + 4, 
WA) = b(B) + 4, 
a(B) = 4 + 4, 
b(A) = d3 + d4 . 
It is now immediate that 
i(BA) = i(B) + i(A). 
Let A be a member of @(X, Y) and K a member of K(X, Y). X is FrCchet 
and thus is locally convex. It is immediate the D(A) with the relative topology 
is also a locally convex metrizable topological linear space. By (1) above, A f K 
is a member of @(X, Y). One observes that each of a(A + K), b(A + K), and 
R(A + K) is invariant when A + K is viewed as a mapping from D(A) to Y. 
The operator A,, constructed during the proof of Theorem 1 which maps Y into 
D(A) is readily seen to satisfy the following. 
(i) 44) = b(A), 
(ii) b(A,) = a(A), 
(iii) R(A,) is closed in D(A) (with the relative topology). 
Thus, i(A) = --i(A,,). By the previous result i((A + K)A,) = i(A + K) + 
i(A,). From the proof of Theorem 1, (A + K)A, = I - (K, - KA,) with K2 in 
K(Y). Moreover, by Remark 2, i(1 - (K, - KA,)) = 0. Thus i(A + K) = i(A). 
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DEFINITION. Let X be a FrCchet space and A a closed operator on X. Then 
the essential spectrum of A on X, O,(A), is given by 
O,(A) = n WA + K), 
KEKW) 
where 0-(iz + K) denotes the spectrum of iz + K. 
THEOREM 2 (The Schechter Characterization of the Essential Spectrum of a 
Closed Operator on a FrCchet Space). Let X be Frtkhet and A a closed operator 
on X. Then a comples number z is in the complement of O,(A) if and only if 
i4 - z1 is a member of @(X, X) = Q(X) and i(A - 21) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose z is not a member of O,(A). Then there is K in K(X) 
such that z is a member of p(A + K), the resolve& set of A. Clearly then 
(A + K) - z1 is a member of @(X) with i((A + K) - XI) = 0. Hence by 
Corollary 1, 9 - z1 = (A + K - ~1) + (--K) is a member of Q(X) and 
i(A - ~1) = i((A + h - 21) + (--K)) = i(A + K - 21) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that A - z1 is a member of Q(X) and i(A - zl) = 0. 
Let (x1 , x2 ,..., xn} be a basis for N(A - xl) and { y; , yi ,..., yk} a basis of 
R(A - zJ)O. Then as in the proof of Lemma l(ii) and (iii), there exist linearly 
independent sets {xi , xg ,..., xk} in x’ and {yr , yz ,..., yn} in X satisfying the 
following. 
Xj’(Xk) = 1 if j = k, 
1 < j, k < n. 
=o if j # k, 
Yj’(Yk) = 1 if j = k, 1 <j,R <n. 
-0 if j+k, 
Define the operator F on X by 
Fx = c x,‘(x) y, 
k=l 
for x in X. 
It is clear that F is a member of K(X). We claim that N(A - ~1) n N(F) = (0). 
For suppose that x is a member of N(A - ~1). Then 
x = Jf akxk , 
k=l 
where the uk are scalars. 
Hence x(i(x) = aj , j = 1,2 ,..., of. Assume now that x is also in N(F). Then 
xi(x) = 0 for j = 1, 2 ,..., n since yr , ys ,..., yn is a linearly independent set. 
Thus x = 0. 
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We note too that A(A - ~1) A R(F) = (0). Let y be a member of R(F). 
Then clearly 
Y = i by, 9 where the b, are scalars. 
h-l 
Thus y:(y) = bi fori = 1,2,..., 71. If y is also a member of li(A - zl), clearly 
y;(y) = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Thus, y = 0. 
A - zI is a member of 0(X), F is in K(X) and i(A - zI) = 0. Thus by 
Corollary 1, (A - d) + F is a member of Q(X) and i((A - d) + F) = 0. 
Suppose x is in N(A - zl + F). Then (A - zl)x is a member of R(A - 21) n 
R(F). Therefore (A - zI)x = 0. H ence x is a member of N(A - zI) r\ N(F). 
So x = 0. Thus a(A - zl + F) = 0. But i(A - ZI + F) = 0. Hence 
b(A - z1+ F) = 0. Therefore R(A - zI+ F) = X. We conclude from 
Lemma 2 that (A - z1+ F)-1 is a member of C(X). z is thus a member of the 
resolvent set of A + F. Hence z is not a member of O,(A). 
DEFINITION. Let A be a closed operator on a FrCchet space X. +(A) denotes 
the set of complex numbers x such that A - .zI is a member of Q(X). r(A) 
denotes the set of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity which are isolated points 
of the spectrum O-(A) of A. 2 denotes the set of integers with the discrete 
topology. The operator A is said to have continuous index on X if 
1. +(A) is an open subset of the complex plane. 
2. The mapping f of $(A) into 2 defined by f(z) = i(A - XI) is con- 
tinuous. 
Remark. 1. Let X be a FrCchet space. Let I be the identity operator on X, 
and suppose K is a member of K(X). Then by Remark 2, I - K has continuous 
index on X. 
2. Let X be a Banach space. Suppose A is a closed operator on X. Then A 
has continuous index on X [8]. 
Remark 4. Let A be an operator on a FrCchet space X. A subspace V of X 
is said to reductive with respect to A if there exists a subspace IV of X such 
that the pair V, W completely reduces A. That is, X = V @ W and each of 
D(A) n V, D(A) n W is invariant under A. 
1. With X, I, and K as above and 71 a sufficiently large positive integer, 
N((I - K)“) is reductive for I - K [6]. 
2. Let A be a closed operator on a Banach space X. Suppose P is a spectral 
projection of A, then N(P) is reductive with respect to A [9]. 
3. Suppose A is a hyponormal operator on a Hilbert space X. Then N(A) 
is reductive with respect to A [2]. 
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THEOREM 3 (Weyl’s Theorem for Closed Operators on FrCchet Spaces). 
Let A be a closed operator on a Frtkhet space X and suppose 
1. A has continuous index on X. 
2. The restriction of A to each reductive subspace has an open resolvent set. 
3. For each z in r(A), z is also a member of $(A). 
4. For each z in @-(A) n 4(A) with i(A - xl) = 0, Lim,,, a(A - zl)” 
isfinite. Then Weyl’s Theorem hoZdsfor A on X. That is, O;-(A) = O-(A) - r(A). 
Conversely, suppose that Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X, and for each z in the 
set O-(A) - O,(A), N(A - zI) is reductive for A. Then conditions (3) and (4) 
above are satis$ed. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose z is a member of O-(A) - O,(A). Then by 
Theorem 2, z is a member of +(A) with i(A - .zI) = 0. So in particular z is 
an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. It remains to show that z is an isolated 
point of O-(A). By assumption (4) Lim,,, a((A - ~1)“) is finite. The sequence 
a((A - ~1)“) is clearly increasing. Hence there exists a positive integer k such 
that for all 71 >, k, a((A - ~1)“) = a((A - ~1)“). Let m be the smallest such K. 
By the proof of Corollary 1, i(A - ~1)“) = n(i(A - ~1)) for each positive 
integer n. Thus for each positive integer n, a((A - XI)“) = b((A - zI)n). 
Hence for n > m, b((A - ~1)“) = b((A - ~1)~~). One observes now that for 
n > m, N((A - ~1)“) = N((A - ~1)~) and R((A - XI)“) = R((A -.zI)“). 
VVe claim that the pair {N((A - A)“), R((A - ~1)“)) completely reduces A. 
It is clear that each of N((A - z1)“), R((A - ~1)~) is invariant under A - zI, 
and hence under A. Suppose that x is a member of N((A - .zI)“) n R((A - zI)m). 
Then (A - sl)% = 0. Moreover there exists xi in Xsuch that x = (A - x~)~x~. 
Thus (A - z~)~~x, = 0. Hence xi is a member of N((A - ~1)~~ = N((A -zI)“). 
Thus x = 0. Suppose now that X # N((rl - ~1)“) @ R((A - z1)m). Then 
there exists a one-dimensional subspace W of X such that (W @ N(A - xI)“l) n 
R((A - zI),I) = (0). H ence b((A - ~1)“) is greater than a((A - .z1)“), which 
is a contradiction. Now i(A - ~1) = 0 and by assumption (l), A has continuous 
index on X, Hence it is sufficient to show that there exists a neighborhood U of z 
such that for each w in U other than a, A - wl is injective on each of N((A - zI)m) 
and R((A - ~1)““). That is, a(A - ~1) = 0. Let w be any complex number 
such that w # z. Let x be a member of N((A - ~1)~). Suppose (A - z&)x = 0. 
Then x == (w - z)-‘(A - xI)x = (w - z)-~(A - x1)2x = ... = (w - ,z-m x 
(A - zl)“x = 0. Observe that R((A - zl)m) is reductive for A. Hence by 
assumption (2) the restriction of A to R((A - zI>““) has an open resolvent set. 
Thus to establish the existence of a deleted neighborhood of z consisting of 
complex numbers w such that A - WI is injective on R(A - ~1)“) it is sufficient 
to show that z is in the resolvent set of A restricted to R((A - z)“). 
Let x be a member of R((A - ~1)“). Suppose (A - x1)x = 0. Now there 
exists xi in X such that x = (A - al)‘%, . Thus (A - zI)m+lx, = 0. Hence 
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x = (A - al)“x, = 0. Suppose now that y is a member of R((A - ~1)“). Then 
y is a member of R((A - z~I)~+l). Thus there exists yr in X such that y = 
(A - .zI)~+~~~ . Clearly ya = (A - .~I)~yr is a member of R(A - zI)~, and 
(A - zI)y, = y. Th us, x is indeed a member of the resolvent set of A restricted 
to R((A - d)“). 
Suppose .a is a member of r(A). Then by assumption (3), z is a member of 
$(A). By assumption (l), A has continuous index on X. Hence there is a 
neighborhood of z consisting of complex numbers w over which i(A - WI) is 
constant. x is an isolated point of O-(A). Hence this neighborhood contains 
points of the resolvent set of A. Thus i(A - WI) = 0 for each w in this neighbor- 
hood and in particular i(A - aI) = 0. Therefore z is a member of O-(A) - 
O,(A) by Theorem 2. 
We assume now that Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X and that for each z in 
O-(A) which is not a member of O,(A), N(A - ~1) is reductive for A. Suppose 
x is a member of r(A). Then z is a member of O-(A) - O-;-(A). Thus by 
Theorem 2, x is a member of 4(A). Hence condition (3) is satisfied. Let z be a 
member of $(A) n O-(A) and i(A - zI) = 0. Then by Theorem 2, z is a 
member of the set O-(A) - O,(A). Thus N(A - ~1) is reductive for A and 
there exists subspace Wof Xsuch that the {N(A - zI), W> completely reduce A. 
Let x be a member of N((A - ~1)~). Th en x = x1 + x2 with x1 in N(A - ~1) 
and x2 in W. Now (A - XI’)% = (A - zI)x2 . (A - a@, is a member of Wand 
(A - zI))x is a member of N(A - ~1). Thus (A - ~1)~ = 0 and x is a member 
of N(A - xl). Hence N((A - .zI)~) = N(A - ~1). One easily concludes by 
induction that N((A - ~1)“) = N(A - ~1) f or each positive integer n. x is a 
member of $(A). C onsequently a(A - 21) is finite. Thus, Lim,,, a((A - ~1)~) 
is finite and condition (4) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a closed operator on a Frkhet space X and suppose 
1. A has continuous index on X. 
2. The restriction of A to each reductive subspace has an open resolvent set. 
3. For each z in either r(A) or the set O-(A) - Oa;(A) there exists a closed 
subspace V, which together with N(A ~ zI) completely reduce A. 
4. Each isolated member of the spectrum of A restricted to V, , 0-(A/Vz), 
is an eigenvalue of A/V, , for all z in r(A). 
Then Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X. 
Proof. Let z be a member of r(A). Then by (3), X = N(A - zI) @ V, . 
Thus, 
O-(A) = 0-(A/VJ u 0-(A/N(A - zI)) 
= 0-(A/Vz) u {z}. 
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Therefore 2 is in the resolvent set of A/V,, for otherwise z is an isolated 
member of 0--(A/V*) and hence is an eigenvalue of A/V, by (4). However 
this is a contradiction since A - z1 is one-to-one on V, . Thus R(A - ~1) = V, 
and hence is closed by (3). Observe further that a(A - ~1) = dimension 
N(A - zl) is finite and that b(A - ~1) = codimension R(A - ~1) = dimen- 
sion N(A - al). Hence z is a member of +(A). 
Suppose now that x is a member of +(A) n O-(A) with i(A - xl) = 0. 
Then by Theorem 2, z belongs to the set O-(A) - O&A). Thus N(A - ~1) is 
reductive for A. It follows from the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 3 
that Lim,,, a((A - ~1)“) is finite. Thus Weyl’s theorem holds as a consequence 
of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 3.2 (Schechter [S] and Berberian [4]). Let X be a Banuch space. 
Let A be a closed operator on X. Suppose further that 
1. For each z in either r(A) or the set O-(A) - O,(A) there exists a closed 
subspuce V, which together with N(A - XI) completely reduce A. 
2. For each x in r(A) undfor each isolated member z1 of 0-(A/V& there is 
a deleted neighborhood U of z1 such that for each w in U, (A/V, - WI)-l is normul- 
oid. 
Then Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X. 
Proof. It is well known that assumptions (1) and (2) of Corollary 3.1 are 
satisfied [9]. Thus it suffices to show that assumption (4) of Corollary 3.1 is 
valid. Let x be a member of r(A). Let zi be an isolated member of 0-(A/VJ. 
There exists E > 0 such that for each w satisfying 0 < ] w - xi 1 < 2~, w is a 
member of the resolvent set of A/Vz and (A/V, - wl)-l is normaloid (that is, 
(A/V= - wl)-l has norm equal to its spectral radius). By the functional calculus 
the operator 
P = i/2rri J 
IW-zll=E 
(A/I/, - wl)-l dw is well defined. 
Moreover, by [lo], R(P) # (0) ( since zi is a member of 0-(A/Vz)) and R(P) is a 
subset of D(A - x11). Thus there exists x in V, n D(A - zJ) such that 
x f 0. Observe that 
Now 
ll(A - d)x II < (& iwmz ,> I dw I) II x II since (A/V, - W-l 
1 YE 
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is normaloid. Thus (l(A - xJ)x I] < /j x 11 E. Thus (A - z&c = 0 since P, and 
hence x is independent of sufficiently small E chosen. Thus a1 is an eigenvalue 
of A/V,. 
COROLLARY 3.3 (Coburn [2]). Let X be a Hilbert space. Let A be a bounded 
operator on X which is hyponormal: that is, AA* < A*A. Then Weyl’s theorem 
holds for A on X. 
Proof. A is hyponormal. Thus in particular for x in r(A) u (O-(A) - 07(A)). 
A - xl is also hyponormal. One observes that N(A - ~1) C N(A - zI)*), 
which implies that {N(A - .z1), (iV(A - zI))O} completely reduce A, and thus 
(1) of Corollary 3.2 is satisfied. Moreover by [II], A has the property that 
for each invariant subspace V, and for each w in the resolvent set of A/V, 
(A/V - WI)-i is normaloid. Thus assumption (2) of Corollary 3.2 is also valid 
and Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X. 
COROLLARY 3.4 (Weyl [I]). Let A 6 e a bounded normal operator on a Hilbert 
space X. Then the points in the spectrum of A which can be removed by perturbing A 
with a compact operator are precisely the eigenvalues of Jinite multiplicity which are 
isolated points of the spectrum of A; that is, r(A) = O-(A) - 07(A). 
Proof. Clear from Corollary 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.5 (Istra{escu [3]). Let A b e a bounded operator on a Hilbert 
space X. Suppose 
1. For each complex number z and for each invariant subspace V of A, 
((A - x1)/V - WI)-l is normaloid for each w in the resolvent set of (A - xI)/V. 
2. Each point of O-(A) is a bare point of O-(A); that is, it lies on the 
circumference of some closed disc that contains &-(A). 
Then Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X. 
Proof of Corollary 3.5. Assumption (1) above clearly implies that assump- 
tion (2) of Corollary 3.2 is satisfied. Suppose now that z is a member of r(A) U 
(O-(A) - O&A)). Then x is a bare point of O-(A) by hypothesis. Thus there 
exists w in the resolvent set of A such that d(w, O-(A)) = 1 w - z I. Hence 
by assumption (1) 
lI(A - WI)-l II < l/l w - z I. 
Let T = (z - w)(A - WI)-r. Then I/ T 11 < I and consequently 11 T* 11 < 1. 
Let x be a member of N(A - ~1). Then clearly (A - wl)x = (2 - w)x. Thus 
TX = x. Observe now that 
/I x - T*x !I2 = 11 x )I2 - 2 Re(x, T*x) + 11 T*x II2 
< 2 11 x II2 - 2 Re(Tx, x) 
= 0. 
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Hence T*x = x. Consequently x is a member of N((A - ~1)“). Thus 
iV(A - id) C N((A - d)*) an d as indicated previously, the pair (N(A - aI>, 
(N(A - ~1))~) completely reduce A. Hence assumption (1) of Corollary 3.2 is 
satisfied and our Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X by Corollary 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.6 (Schechter [9] and Berberian [4]). Let A be a bounded 
operator on a Hilbert space X which is seminormal; that is, A is hyponormal or A* 
is hyponormal. Then Weyl’s theorem holds for A on X. 
Proof. Let A be seminormal on X. Then either A or A* is hyponormal. 
If A is hyponormal, then we are finished. Suppose that A* is hyponormal. 
r(A*) = 0-(A*) - O,(A*) by Corollary 3.3. It is well known that for an 
arbitrary bounded operator A on a Hilbert space X, 0-(A*) = O-(A), the 
conjugate of O-(A), and O,(A*) = O,(A), the conjugate of O,(A). Thus it 
is sufficient to show that r(A*) = r(A), the conjugate of r(A). 
Observe that z is an isolated point of 0-(A*) if and only if Z, the conjugate 
of a, is an isolated point of O-(A). Let z be an isolated point of 0-(A*). Then 
there exists w in the resolvent set of A* such that d(w, &(A*)) = 1 z - w j. 
A* is hyponormal. Thus 
lj(A* - WI)-* // < l/l z - w /. 
But, 
and, 
Il(A* - WI)-l /I = lj(A - wI)-l II 
Thus, 
l/l .a - w j = l/l z- WI. 
ll(A - aI)-l /I < l/l z - % I. 
Proceeding twice as in the proof of Corollary 3.5, we obtain 
N(A* - ~1) = N(A - 5). 
Hence r(A*) = r(A). 
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